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greater effort of originality on the part of the teacher. This
is true, but it can hardly be regarded as an objection, if the
project method is sound in principle, and if it opens up new
possibilities of interest to the thoughtful teacher. Still, it may
be asked, supposing that the project method is true in principle,
and applicable in practice up to a point, where is that point to
be fixed? In other words, where should we begin to follow the
conventional lines of the traditional division of the curriculum
into separate subjects? The probable answer to this question
is that after the eleventh year of the child's life he has become
quite ready for free differentiation into subjects, but that the
project will loom large in his curriculum up to that time, and
will not be entirely abandoned afterwards.
The specialist Our criticism of the conventional division of
teacher the material of the school curriculum into a
multiplicity of independent subjects raises the
question of the position and functions of the specialist teacher.
The supreme example of specialism in teaching is, of course,
the university professor, and it is for that reason that he is apt
to be an unsafe counsellor regarding the school curriculum,
unless he happens to have turned his exceptional talents to the
study of school education as a whole. So powerful, however,
has been the indirect influence of the university upon the
school that it has been by no means unusual to find the whole
of the teaching—say of arithmetic, or of English—in the hands
of specialists, from the sixth form of a girls' high school right
down to the kindergarten. This is a specialism with a vengeance
and, of course, it is entirely out of keeping with the project
method explained above. On the other hand, the strong
tendency in the elementary school has been precisely in the
opposite direction. The class, or form, system has been fol-
lowed so rigidly as to exclude the possibility even of using an
individual teacher's exceptional gifts, say as a musician, or an
artist, or a geographer, to the advantage of the whole school

